DIRECTIONS FROM FARO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

PRADO VILLAS
Volta da Manha,
Vilamoura,
Algarve
Telephone : 9.00 am – 6.00 pm:
(+351) 289 321104
Telephone: Out of hours
(+351) 91 3264524
Prado Villas is just 25 kms from Faro Airport - journey time approximately 25 minutes by car.
For SatNav users: Latitude: 37.095503 Longitude: -8.113972 There are two recommended routes:

N-125 ROUTE (RECOMMENDED)


At the airport roundabout follow the sign N-125 Faro.



After 3 km, turn right to Loule/Lisboa/Portimão onto the N-125 travel ahead to the traffic lights continuing
towards Loule/Lisboa/Portimão.



Take the N-125/ Almancil until the sign N-125/Albufeira/Quarteira follow this route until reaching the
roundabout.



Travel straight on through two roundabouts in the direction to N-125/Portimão/Albufeira.



When reaching the first signs for Vilamoura, turn left and follow signs to the town center (Centro), passing
three roundabouts and continuing straight ahead.



The sign for the Hotel Hilton will appear, make a left as to reverse your direction.



Immediately after turn right, following once again the Hotel Hilton sign which will now lead you into a
secondary road.



Drive straight ahead for 2 km, passing by a crossroad and at the small roundabout turn left (the Hilton will be
on your right) and take the first left again which is a small junction where you will turn left.



On this road you will take the 2nd road to the right and after 100 m you will see a sign for Prado villas straight
ahead where you turn right down a cul de sac where you can park outside the reception to check in.

A22 ROUTE


From the airport follow signs for Portimão, take the A22 (Via do Infante) in the direction of Portimão/Lisboa.



Leave the A22 at junction 11 (Boliqueime/Vilamoura) and continue straight ahead following directions for
Vilamoura.



Follow the signs to the center (Centro), passing three roundabouts and continuing straight ahead.



The sign for the Hotel Hilton will appear, make a left as to reverse your direction.



Immediately after turn right, following once again the Hotel Hilton sign which will now lead you into a
secondary road.



Drive straight ahead for 2 km, passing by a crossroad and at the small roundabout turn left (the Hilton will be
on your right) and take the first left again which is a small junction where you will turn left.



On this road you will take the 2nd road to the right and after 100 m you will see a sign straight ahead for
Prado villas where you turn right down a cul de sac where you can park outside the reception to check in.

